Repair instruction
Description: Hob Pressing
Look for Service Centres, Point of Sale addresses and other
information on: www.thetford.eu
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Date:

May 2009

Tools required:

Flathead Screwdriver,

A

To remove the Hob pressing start by
removing the glass lid as outlined in the
“glass lid” work instruction and unclip
the pan stand(s)

B

Once the lid has been removed loosen
the screws holding each hinge in place
and remove another 2 screws which
can be found in the back panel

C

Remove the two screws holding each
burner cap in place (if applicable)
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The burner spreader can now be lifted
away from the pressing revealing the
electrode and thermocouple

E

Using a 7mm socket screwdriver
remove the 2 studs that hold the
pressing to each burner cup

F

Remove each control knob by simply
pulling it forward

G

Once the knobs have been removed
revealing the tap spindles you will need
to remove two 16mm nuts and 1 or 2
screws holding the fascia in place

H

Lift the fascia slightly and pull forward in
order to remove it
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D

I

J

Remove the plugs that are attached to
the back of the electronic ignition if
applicable. Locate the final two screws
that face towards the front of the oven
and remove

The pressing can now be removed by
lifting from the front and sliding from
under the back panel
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To replace simply slide the back in first
under the rear panel and line up the
holes before rescrewing in place

K

Reconnect the electrode leads which
are not polarity dependent, Replace the
fascia and secure by replacing the
screws and nuts originally removed

L

When replacing the burner studs take
care not to over tighten as this can
damage the pressing and or the enamel
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N

Replace the glass lid and pan stands
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M

Replace the burner spreaders and
screw the burner caps back in place
ensuring a nice level finish

